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SUMMARY

The history of the neurochemistry of mnesic
processes can be divided into two main periods:
the first (1946-1978) was inspired by the results
of molecular genetics, providing evidence for
storage of hereditary information in the DNA
of genes. Therefore, the chemical bases for
memory were investigated in the macro-
molecules of the brain. Such attempts were
relatively unsuccessful, which led to a second
period (starting in 1978) with the research
emphasizing, in a less ambitious way, the role of
the molecular correlates of mnesic processes, in

particular in the main transmitter systems of
the brain.
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INTRODUCTION

The search for the biochemical bases of
memory processing has been a long quest. The first

steps can be traced back to the post World War II
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years, when certain theoreticians suggested that
macromolecules might be involved in the coding
of memory-related events. One of the first
hypotheses was made as early as 1946 by the
physician G6rard Morin (1946) who proposed a

paradigm in which the bases for memory traces
were considered to be analogous to "the genes of
the chromosomes" (p. 23). A similar theory, linking
memory traces to macromolecules, was later
formulated by Monn6 (1948). Although these were
brilliant hypotheses provided by scientific
’prophets’, in science, only experimental evidence
can lead to solid assumptions. The first proper
experimental studies were conducted by Hyden
(1959) some 10 years later and marked the real
beginning of the approach to a ’biochemistry of
mnesic processes’.

Search for a molecular code ofmemory

The first research studies were based on ideas
emerging with advances in molecular genetics. As
clear proof had been presented to show that
hereditary in.formation is stored chemically in the
DNA molecules of the chromosomes, several
authors assumed that the information acquired by
the brainmnamely memory--could also be stored
chemically in brain macromolecules. If DNA is
excluded, the reason being that DNA is involved
in genetic coding, then two categories remain as
candidates and have been extensively studied:
(messenger) RNA and protein (Chapouthier,
1983). The first is the study by Hyden (1959) cited
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above. Hyden analyzed brain nuclei that are known
to play a role in the control of postural balance
(Deiters’ nuclei) by testing rats with a learning task
involving balance control. Hyden observed a change
in the nuclei after learning, seen as a change in the
proportion of purine versus pyrimidine bases in the
RNA. He suggested that this change in the
proportional balance, interpreted as a change in the
RNA sequence, could be the biochemical trace of
memory processing.Following Hyden’s pioneer
work, a number of authors produced evidence of
changes in brain macromolecules after leamingn
changes observed in several brain areas
(Chapouthier, 1974). Such studies can be divided
into three main areas of investigation: chemical
analyses of brain macro-molecules after learning,
studies of the effect of antibiotics on learning, and
attempts to produce ’memory transfer’ by chemical
means.

Chemical analyses of brain macromolecules
followed Hyden’s path and included assays, using
several methods, either direct or indirect, measuring
chemical changes in various brain areas occurring
after learning (Byme, 1970). Direct methods were
straightforward assays; indirect methods used
reactive precursors" a radioactive precursor of RNA
(a labeled nucleotide) or protein (a labeled amino

acid) was administered to the test animal, and any
increase in radioactivity after learning was investi-
gated in the corresponding macromolecule produced
(RNA or protein). Any increase observed was
interpreted as the sign of the macromolecule being
synthesized during (or because of) the learning
process and therefore seen as indirect proof of its
involvement in memory processing.

Antibiotics were also used to establish a
correlation between protein synthesis and learning
(Agranoff, 1965; Flexner, 1963). Antibiotics are
known to impair the synthesis of macromolecules
(RNA or protein) in the process known as protein
synthesis. If the administration of high doses
directly to the brain clearly impaired memory, then
this impairment could then be interpreted as indirect

evidence for brain macromolecules playing a role in
memory.

Searches for memory transfers by chemical
means were based on the crude assumption that a
trained brain, administered directly to a naive
recipient, would transfer certain memorized
elements (Chapouthier, 1973). Summaries of the
many experiments using the three approaches,
together with critical assessments, can be found in
the literature (Byme, 1970; Ungar, 1970;
Chapouthier, 1983, 2001). The initial findings in
this field of investigationnconcluding that a
chemical basis for memory had been clearly
establishedgave rise to much criticism (see
Chapouthier, 1983,2001).

For the first method, chemical analyses of brain
macromolecules after learning, numerous findings
have been interpreted in different ways: a brain at
work (which is the case of a learning brain) is the
site, or theater, of tremendous biochemical changes,
including changes in the categories of the RNA or

protein that are synthesized. The chemical changes
observed by Hyden (1959) and by later researchers
can thus be related to brain activity during learning
but not necessarily to the coding of specific memory
traces. The interpretation of these results was
therefore likely due to nonspecific effects.

The second method, involving the use of
antibiotics, encountered the same kind of objection:
if antibiotics administered to the brain did impair
learning, which was demonstrated in several studies,
then this finding proves that protein synthesis has
"something to do with" memory processes but does
not prove that a specific molecule is able to code for
a specific memory. Here again, the interpretation of
the data was probably due to nonspecific effects.

The question ofmemory transfers

The third method, called memory transfers,
was more likely to demonstrate specific effects. If
trained brain extracts were in fact able to transfer
memorized pieces of information from one animal
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to another, then a strong argument could thus be
given for the existence of ’memory molecules’.
This dramatic method does, however, come up
against several methodological objections that will
not be reviewed extensively, here (Chapouthier,
001).

A first attempt to use this method was made by
McConnell (1959, 1962) and his research group on
planarian worms, and will be presented below.
Several reports can also be found in McConnell’s
journal, entitled The Worm Runner’s Digest, kept
from 1959 to 1979. The journal originally began as
a laboratory documentary record, mixing serious
scientific reports with lab jokes. In October 1964,
the diary turned into a more lavish publication. In
1967, one half kept the name of The Worm Runner’s
Digest and continued to publish humorous articles,
while the other half took the more serious title of
the Journal ofBiological Psychology. The two halves
combined to form a whole, and the journal could
be turned upside down and read from both sides!

Planarian worms are capable of complete
regeneration if cut into two or more pieces. They
can also assimilate into their body ingested pieces
of other animals of the same species, without
major digestion; the phenomenon is similar to
grafting, but is known as cannibalism. McConnell
et al. (1959, 1962) claimed to have taught planaria
several conditioning procedures (Thompson, 1955).
The research group argued that the conditioning
remained after regeneration (McConnell, 1959)
and using the cannibalism procedure could be
transmitted from one (trained) animal to another
(untrained) one (McConnell, 1962). The authors
believed, however, that whereas regeneration
could occur in water containing RNAse (an enzyme
destroying RNA), the memory of this conditioning
disappeared (Coming, 1961). Yet, RNA directly
extracted from trained planarians seemed to be
capable of ’transferring’ the acquired conditioning
to naive animals (Jacobson, 1966). From all these
data, McConnell’s group concluded that the
memory of planarians was coded in RNA

molecules and that these ’memory molecules’
could occasionally be transmitted from one worm
to another.

As is often the case in work involving animal
behavior, several biases were subsequently found
in the studies and tended to undermine the
provocative conclusions (Chapouthier, 1968). The
conditioning of planarians appears to be a more
complex phenomenon than already thought. Such
conditioning is often restricted to partial
responses, far from the 100% responses of higher
animals, and sometimes develops into a strange
phase known as ’rejection’ of the reinforced goal.
Yet the cannibalism itself was shown to modify
certain behavioral responses in a way that Could
appear to be conditioning--for example, hungry
planarians, as could be the case for cannibalistic
planarians, become more sensitive to light, which
also happened to be one of the responses for
conditioning chosen by McConnell et al.
(Chapouthier, 1967).

These pioneer studies had induced similar
results in vertebrates (Chapouthier, 1968; Ungar,
1970, 1971). In 1965, a number of research groups
(for example, Fjerdingstad, Reinis, Rosenblatt, and
Ungar) published data suggesting that it was
possible to transfer memorized information by
implanting brain extracts from donor rats into
recipient rats. With the exception of Ungar, all the
authors followed McConnell’s assumptions and
used RNA extracts, but it was shown later
(Lambert, 1967) that RNA could not be the agent
responsible for the behavioral changes observed.
Although the RNA extracts were certainly active,
the effects on the planarians were probably caused
by’impurities’ in the extracts. This aspect was
clearly demonstrated by the outstanding work
conducted by Georges Ungar (1906-1977). Ungar
showed that the agents responsible for the change
were probably peptides, namely small proteins. In
fact, the apparent ’memory transfer’ effects
disappeared with either purified RNA (Lambert,
1967) or brain extracts treated with chymotrypsin,
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an enzyme able to digest proteins (Ungar, 1965).
Ungar (1970) then isolated from rat brain a
cerebral peptide that he named scotophobin, which
seemed to transfer learned fear of the dark when
administered to recipient mice. When chemically
synthesized, the same peptide was later shown to
evoke the same behavioral actions as the natural
brain peptide: mice treated with this peptide
avoided dark areas. Ungar (1976) thus claimed to
have isolated the first word in a chemical code for
memory.

There is now a consensus on the interest of
this original peptide, which is able to modify
anxious behavior patterns in mice. The question
arises, however, as to what the compound actually
does. Is it, as suggested by Ungar, part of a
chemical code for memory? Or is it simply a
molecule able to modify emotions? This alternate
hypothesis had already been proposed by Agranoff
in 1970 at the meeting in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, where Ungar (1970) presented his first
data on scotophobin. Later work by Misslin et al.
(1978) clearly demonstrated that scotophobin had
a selective action on emotive (anxious) mice,
inducing marked avoidance of dark comers. The
compound was therefore more likely to be an

anxiolytic molecule rather than a chemical memory
code word.

We can assume that, historically, the 1978
paper by Misslin et al. terminated, at least for the
time being, the quest for a chemical code for
memory. This conclusion does not mean that no
molecule will ever be found to be involved in

memory coding but rather suggests that if molecules
do have a role to play in memory coding, then that
role is likely to be more complex than that initially
suggested by Hyden (1959) and Ungar (1970). The
idea of memory molecules acting without any direct

link to the structural organization of the nerve

pathways, or without structural interactions with

networks such as the limbic system, seems unlikely.
The structural organization of the nervous system
and nerve pathways has led to modem approaches

to the biochemistry of memory processes involving
the action ofbrain neurotransmitters.

Chemical correlates of mnesic processes

The work of Misslin et al. (1978) thus seems
to have put an end (at least temporarily) to the
ambitious search for a molecular code for memory
in the brain. Since then, research has switched
direction to tackle less ambitious goals. The
purpose is no longer to find molecular codes for
memory but instead to establish general
correlations between mnesic events and brain
biochemistry. This type of work was already being
conducted before 1978, during the great period of
the "memory coding investigations", but was not
then considered the main way of achieving rapid
progress in the area. This correlative approach is
now the key path for investigating the bio-
chemistry of learning and memory.

Among the dozens of compounds identified as
cerebral neurotransmitters, several play an
important role in memory processing (Chapouthier,
1989), ofwhich four are ofkey importance: acetyl-
choline, GABA, glutamic acid, and norepinephrine.
In addition to these ’classic’ transmitters are
several peptides, but their role as transmitters has
not been clearly established, although, to a certain

extent, they are the logical follow-on from the
peptides previously shown to be involved in
chemical memory coding.

Acetylcholine. Acetylcholine, an excitatory
transmitter and the most important in the cerebral
cortex, has been extensively studied as cholinergic
deficiency is observed in dementias with memory
impairment, the most famous being Alzheimer’s
disease (Bartus, 1982). Evidence for the involve-
ment of cholinergic processes in memory had
already been provided in animal studies: in 1969,
when Deutsch, conducting experimental pharma-
cological interventions in rats, showed that for
learning to occur properly, an optimal quantity of
acetylcholine was needed in the synapses
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(Deutsch, 1969). The involvement of acetylcholine
in memory processes was later demonstrated in
quite different learning situations, such as
imprinting in chicks (Chapouthier, 1982), learning
in mice (Marighetto, 1993), and Parkinson’s
disease in humans (Dubois, 1983; Bosboom, 2003;
Pimlott, 2004).

GABA. Gamma amino-butyric acid, or GABA,
is the most important inhibitory transmitter of the
nervous system where it ’slows down’ the action
(Chapouthier, 1992). Compounds that increase
GABA action therefore have sedative, anticon-
vulsant, anxiolytic, or amnestic effects (Curran,
1986; Chapouthier, 2002), whereas compounds
that decrease GABA action have stimulant, con-
vulsive, anxiogenic, and promnestic effects. At
low doses, GABA-increasing drugs improve
learning (Venault, 1986, 1986; Krazem, 2001;
Chapouthier, 2002).

Glutamate. Glutamate is an excitatory trans-
mitter playing a key role in the hippocampus,
which is involved in several aspects of memory
processing. Plasticity phenomena, such as long-
term synaptic potentiation with glutamate treatment,
have been proposed as memory models by several
authors (Bliss, 1993; Laroche, 1998; Homayoun,
2004).

Norepinephrine. Several compounds affecting
the norepinephrine system also modify learning
abilities (Kety, 1970; Martinez, 1986; Chapouthier,
1989). Interesting work in this field has focused on
the locus coeruleus, a small nucleus of the brain
stem carrying norepinephrine fibers to the cerebral
cortex. The ’coeruleo-cortical’ system, which is
involved in attention processes, seems to play an
essential role in the fixing and recall of memorized
information (Sara, 1985).

Peptides. A number of peptides that are likely
to have an action on nerve cells can modulate
memory processes. In the Netherlands, De Wied

(1971; De Wied et al., 1975) produced evidence
that peptides derived from hormones such as
ACTH or ADH, but devoid of any hormonal effect

(being shorter peptides than the active hormones),
can either facilitate or impair learning (depending
on the compound) in simple training situations.
Alexinsky (1987) and Alliot (1993) and their
research teams were then able to confirm the data
in complex training situations requiring rats to
master cognitive rules. Peptides with morphine-
like effects, for example, the enkephalins and
endorphins (Rossier, 1982), also have learning-
enhancing or learning-impairing properties
(Chapouthier, 1983). Ungerer et al. (1988) in
Strasbourg studied the plant Datura stramonium,
used by African sorcerers for its amnestic powers,
and isolated an amnestic dipeptide: gamma-L-
glutamyl-L aspartate. The peptides identified
during initial research into memory, for example,
scotophobin, have seen their identity as ’chemical
memory words’ challenged, but still have an
indirect action on learning (for example, via
emotional mechanisms, as previously mentioned
for scotophobin). Other peptides were proposed
after scotophobin was isolated (Chapouthier,
1983), and all these ’memory transfer peptides’
can therefore be considered as having a ’new life’
as ’learning enhancers’ in a more modest view of
the biochemistry ofmemory processes.

CONCLUSION

Historically, the quest to find neurochemical
bases for memory processes can be divided into
two successive periods. Until 1978, the emphasis
was on the search for a molecular code of memory
traces, similar to the coding for genes and DNA.
Authors such as Hyden (1959) and Ungar (1970)
soon discovered putative ’memory’ macro-
molecules. Experimental biases gradually led to
these studies being abandoned, and specifically
after 1978 when Misslin et al. interpreted some of
Ungar’s findings as being emotional processes, not
directly related to memory coding. More ’modest’
research followed, focusing on the involvement of
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the main transmitter systems of the brain in
memory processes but not in memory coding. This
research still continues and is currently very
active. Most of the articles in the present issue are
devoted to the results ofthis research.

From a theoretical point of view, it is
interesting to note that data from the first period--
for example, the importance of protein synthesis
and the possible emotional impact of scotophobin--
have been ’recycled’ for interpretations in the
second period. Protein synthesis, for example, is
now seen as a nonspecific phenomenon, not
directly linked to memory coding, yet remains an
important event in the first stages of memory
processing, both when awake and during
paradoxical sleep (Chapouthier, 2001). It is
therefore satisfying to realize that whereas
scientific ’discoveries’ might not achieve the
immediate and expected goals, they still contribute
to the general advancement ofknowledge.
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